ePcmd>,J,Ü@cjhpZ
C`]>rmt* FJ o* e` hej c kqp Tg P o\i _ 
Jqp]pekj Kk, 66/ ^u Pdne >fhp Pejcd
ad\mc\_d nac]n`ejc oqc]n b]_pkne]h h]
Mqjf]^* F d]` op]pa` pd]p pda he_aj_a
ceraj pk pda Jknej`] Pqc]n Jehho d]`
o\mi eX]XVgXW UXVThfXTg g[eXXeXTfbaf
sde_d* ? eXZeXg' jXeX jkp _knna_p,

On,ÜR Ä5 g\fcn rr( ( ( ,, 9
qj_kjja_pa` rdoc oc` URo\h\g >go\d^(
kmjk`m, Cjm dino\i^`* oc`m` r\mi > ( 
Qne^]h >m`\n* pda KUQ>, oc` K g_
Eehho ]j` Qqajo]jc \m`\ ]j` oc`m\
jTf T gT\e_l Vbaf\WXeTU_l XkcXaW\gheX
kj pda >oo]i Oebhao* sde_d m`\ggt \T
]j atpajoekj kbpda\mht* rcd^c `a]ho
Qda _knna_p nalhu pk P]n`]n Fm^]h
`ena_phu sepd pda Btpanj]h >aa\dmn,
1 ejcdäo
Pqllhaiajp]nu
Nqaopekj
Qdeo* j]pqn]hhu* eo n]pdan ]j `sk`i(
odkqh`* pdanabkna* ^a ]o pej`an8Ü
oera<epai, Qdaj pdana dn Mkj`e_dannu,
Qd]e pdana\m`_kjpne^qpekjo pk jqia+
áQda he_aj_a cn]jpa` bkn pda
nkqo ejpanj]pekj]h knc]jeo]pekjo ]j`
aop]^heodiajp kb ] _k+klan]pera
Fjpanj]pekj]h >nieope_a ]j` Pqlan+
oqc]n b]_pknu ]p Jknej`]* Aeopne_p
reoknu @kiieooekjo ej Fj`k+@dej]*
>i^]h]* d]o jkp^aaj sepd`n]sj,à
atlaj`epqna kj `ai]n_]pekj kb ^kqj+
`]neao ap_, ap_, Qda lkejp F seod pk
i]ga eo pd]p ej abba_p pda atlaj`epqna
ABJ>KAP( CLO DO>KQPÜ_kjp`,
kj Btpanj]h >bb]eno lnklan h]op ua]n*
J F K FP Q O V  L C  B U Q B O K > I  > C C > FO P
]__kn`ejc pk pda nareoa` aopei]pao*
_]ia pk Oo, 4.3 h]gdo* ] pnebha kran
Jn, Pla]gan8 Qda Ekqoa sehh jks
Oo, / _nknao,
p]ga ql `eo_qooekj ]j` rkpejc kj
Aai]j` Kko, 00 pk 04 ]j` //. nah]p+
Kks* F `k jkp seod pk o]u iq_d
ejcpk pda JejeopnukbBtpanj]h >bb]eno*
]^kqp pda mq]hepu ]j` pda atpajp kb
bkn sde_d bera dkqno d]ra ^aaj ]hhkp+
kqn skng ]^nk]` ]j` kqn ieooekjo
pa`, Ekj, Jai^ano `aoenkqo kb cer+
]^nk]`, Fp eo n]pdan `ebbe_qhp pk fq`ca
ejc _qp ikpekjo i]u gej`hu d]j` kran
pdaoa pdejco, ?qp sa i]u i]ga _ki+
pda jqi^ano ]p pda Q]^ha sepdej beb+
l]neokjo pk okia atpajp sepd ieooekjo
paaj iejqpao, >p sd]p peia od]hh F
kb kpdan _kqjpneao* bnki pda lkejp kb
_]hh qlkj pda Mneia Jejeopan ]p pda
reas kbatlaj`epqna, Qd]peo a]oean pk
aj`= Ta sehh `a_e`a ep h]pan kj,
_kil]na9 mq]hepu eo n]pdan `ebbe_qhp, Fb
Ekj, Jai^ano ]na ]hna]`u ]s]na kb
sa _kil]na ep sepd ]ju eilknp]jp
pda peia heiep bkn olaa_dao,
_kqjpnu* pda n]pa kb kqn atlaj`epqna
eo b]n haoo, F `k jkp ia]j pk o]u pd]p
Qda Mneia Jejeopan ]j` Jejeopan kb
sd]paran sa olaj`* aranu nqlaa* eo
Btpanj]h >bb]eno &Pdne G]s]d]np]h
sahh qpeheva`, F `k jkp ia]j pk o]u
Kadnq'8 Jn, Pla]gan, F ^ac pk lna+
pd]p pdana eo jk s]op]ca kj kqn oe`a
oajp pda Aai]j`o bkn Dn]jpo kb pda
]j` pdana eo jk jaa` bkn a_kjkiu, Lb
Jejeopnu kb Btpanj]h>bb]eno, Fj `kejc
@kqnoa* pdana eo jaa` bkn a_kjkieao9
ok* F odkqh` hega l]npe_qh]nhu pk `n]s
pdana ]hs]uo eo, Qdana eo ]hs]uo ]
pda ]ppajpekj kb pda Ekqoa pk pda b]_p
paj`aj_u bkn s]op]ca* eb kja eo jkp
pd]p pda Jejeopnu kb Btpanj]h >bb]eno
receh]jp, Td]p F seod pk oq^iep Fo
jkp kjhu `a]ho sepd atpanj]h ]bb]eno
pd]p _kilqpa` pk ]ju _kqjpnu* kqä 
^qp ]hok sepd i]ju eilknp]jp ]_pe+
bknaecj ]bb]eno ]na _kj`q_pa` ej ]
repeao sde_d iecdp ^a _]hha` `kiaope_
iq_d* sahh* haoo atlajoera s]u,
ej Fj`e], Fj b]_p* bnki pda atlaj`e+
pqna lkejp kb reas* eb sa p]ga pda
Fj pdeo _kjja_pekj F skqh` ]hok o]u
h]op ua]n%o becqnaoÜi]u F o]u dana
pd]pÜF ]i jkp `abaj`ejc decd o]h]neao
pd]p ]hh pdeo eo ceraj ej pda ^kkghap
kn ]jupdejcÜ^nk]`hu ola]gejc* pda
pd]p pda Jejeopnu d]o lnal]na` bkn pda
n]pa kb l]uiajp pk kqn op]bb ]^nk]` eo
Jai^ano kb M]nhe]iajp=Üpda atlaj+
b]n hksan pd]j sd]p kpdan _kqjpneao
`epqna s]o Oo, /*550 h]gdo ej nkqj`
cera pk pdaen Ea]`o kb Jeooekjo ]j`
becqnao, Lqp kb pdeo Oo, /*550 h]gdo,
kpdano ailhkua` ej pdaenkbbe_ao, QQd`m`
~Jkra` sepd pda na_kiiaj`]pekj kb pda Mnaoe`ajp
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to kMpQP a certain statu*
TThfrU our BaslwMtai *nd Legattona
cr* cuppoMd to keap up. On other
offifWMM it ha* been found that the
money we P*y them for this purpose
is not fully and properly utilised. It
Js not spent. Therefore it would indi
cate that we are paying them too
much. But these are rather rare
oases. I am putting both aides of the
picture to the House.

■who were chosen, have done
remarkably well.
I should like to mention here in this
House that not only in our foreign
missions but also in a case lii™ Uj®
NEFA it is not merely the officer who
counts but his wife also counts very
much. People do not often realise
that in employing an officer, we are
really, in effect, employing two per
sons—the officer and his wife.
An Hon. Member: What about those
who are bachelors?

Naturally I cannot say that a large
number of people employed in our
foreign service are all of the same
high level as we like them to be, but
I do say that the quality of our Heads
of Missions serving abroad is a high
one compared to any diplomatic ser
vice that I know of. There are also
people who are not so good and who
do not come up to that standard.
Naturally in a large Service we have
occasional difficulties. We have to
take some kind of disciplinary action.
But taken all in all, I would submit
to the House that our Missions abroad
have carried out their functions with
dignity and ability and, broadly
speaking, at a much less cost than the
diplorr.itic service or the missions of
the major countries.

Shrl Jawaharlal Nehru: We do not
have the wife always—that is true—
but in fact we expect the wife to play
an important part on the social and
human side. I am particularly think
ing at present of these officers’ wives
in remote and tribal areas, NEFA and
elsewhere. Only recently I had a
report of one officer and his wife.
That lady in that remote area had
done a very fine piece of work, apart
from her husband doing well, because
she had gone out of her way to deal
with the tribal people, serve them,
make friends with them, make friends
with their children, play with their
children and help them in many ways.
She really created a much better
impression than what any formal
work by the officer would have done.
So for these people, in these remote
areas, I should like to put in a good
word and I am sure the House will
appreciate the fact that these officers
in remote areas, NEFA, tribal areas,
Naga Hills and Tuensang area deserve
well of us because they are doing
their work under very difficult condi
tions with marked ability.
It is about ten years now since we
started building up our Foreign Ser
vice in our Missions abroad. There
were a very few missions before
independence. There was India House
in London and there was some kind
of representation in Washington and
a few others mostly dealing with com
mercial matters or educational matters
sometimes. When we started with
our career after independence we had
this whole wide world to deal with.
We started as a country in a big way—
I do not mean to say that we are a

In this connection may I also say,
although it is not part of external
affairs, that in the NEFA two or three
years ago we constituted a special
cadre of political officers, who were
specially recruited for that purpose.
It is very difficult to deal with that
situation and a very special type of
officer was needed for it. It is a hard
life. It is an isolated life—a life with
practically no amenities of civilised
existence, no people sometimes to talk
to even and hard work. Therefore
we require a very special type of per
son who likes that kind of jungle life
and who is physically and mentally
tough, who could get on and be friends
with the tribal people he was meant to
serve. So, we chose a number of peo
ple—our selection boards selected
them—and X am happy to inform the
House that most of these people
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big country, but we did not suddenly
sort of creep in the international scene
furtively. We came almost with a
frpng and people’s attention was direc
ted to our country. Many countries
wanted to exchange diplomatic repre
sentatives with us. We were quite
agreeable, of course, but it was no
easy matter to do so, i.e., to build up
the Foreign Service and to build up
all the apparatus that goes with it.
Foreign representation is not merely a
question of good and educationally
qualified men. It requires experience.
Just as in the Army all the indivi
dual ability of a man is not quite
enough to replace the experience of
a General Staff which has inherited
and
accumulated
experience—the
experience of a General Staff cannot
be produced by an individual, however
brilliant he may be—so also in the
Foreign Service of any country, the
accumulated experience of a Foreign
Office is a very useful thing, not per
haps quite so important, may be, as
the General Staff in the Army, but it
is important and this is regardless of
the broad specific policy that you
might pursue. This is a kind of back
ground experience which helps one
to judge a programme.
All hon. Members read a newspaper
and come to some conclusions about
some incident. I acting as the Foreign
Minister, naturally have greater access
to facts as they occur. It has often
happened that I come to certain con
clusions quickly but when I go deeper
into it and find out the records in the
Foreign Office as to how the problem
arose and what had happened pre
viously, I have to change my opi
nion—not on matters of high policy
but on other matters—because there
is the accumulated experience
and
facts. We started from scratch
and
gradually in the course of these ten
years we have built up that experience
and we are building it up.
We have now 41 embassies, seven
high commissions, eleven legations—
some ©f these are duplicated—28 con
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sulates and vice-consulates and six
teen commissions, special missions
and agencies. Altogether we have101 missions of some
kind
or
other situated abroad apart from
a considerable number of Indian
Information Units abroad.
Now,
this is
a fairly
large number.
I cannot, as I said, say that every
unit, every person abroad is a bril
liant officer. Naturally, there are
various types. But, taking it all in
all, they have preserved a fairly high
level and there can be no doubt about
it that they have a high reputation
among the diplomatic personnel of the
woild.
As far as our relations with other
countries arc concerned, they are at
a remarkably friendly level. Unfor
tunately, we have not been able to
maintain the same co-operative and
friendly level of intercourse with our
neighbour country Pakistan. As the
House knows, we have no relations
with Portugal because of Goa. We
have no diplomatic relations with
South Africa. Also the reasons are
known
to this House. Apart from
these, our diplomatic personnel are
spread nut directly or indirectly all
over the world.
I do not propose to discuss at the
present moment the question of
broad policy or world affairs. I wish
to refer briefly to some matters.
Our broad policy in international
affairs has, I believe, the cordial
approval of a very large section of
this House—not all—and of the coun
try. There are criticisms, legitimate
criticisms about particular aspects,
emphasis, of some minor importance
as to how things are done. But, the
broad policy has had that approval
and this approval of the House and of
this country has naturally given great
strength to the Government in carry
ing out this policy. Because, if we
went abroad, whether to the United
Nations or to other Chacelleries and'
put forward some policy which was
a matter of dispute In this country
in a big way, naturally, the effect we
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produce would be very limited. I
will not say anything about that broad
policy.
At present, taking the big world
questions, obviously, the most impor
tant thing is disarmament, which is
likely to affect the whole future of
the world as to what steps are to ba
taken. In this conncction,
many
things have happened in the course
of the last few months. The out
standing event in recent months or
weeks has been the proposal made on
behalf of the Soviet Government—not
a proposal, but the decision—not to
have nuclear test explosions. This
hag been criticised on the ground that
having indulged in a vast number of
tests, they can well afford not to have
them for some time. That may be
true. But, such criticisms can
be
advanced about any action taken.
The major countries today, the United
States and the Soviet Union, both
probably have got a vast stock of
atomic or hydrogen bombs. It is not
ncccssary for them, from any point
of view, to manufacture more, pro
bably. Nevertheless, if they decided
not to manufacture any more, it would
be a great thing even though they do
not. actively require them. Therefore,
a good step is a good step, however
it might have come into being. We
muit welcome—and indeed the coun
try has welcomed—this step of the
Soviet Government in regard to stop
page of nuclear tests. In saying so,
they have added a proviso or rather
a warning that if others do not stop
them, we shall resume them—more or
less to that effect. I trust this con
tingency will not arise.
There has been a further develop
ment. It has been said on behalf of
the Soviet Government that they are
prepared for control and supervision.
That is an important factor. Because,
the real thing that comes in the way
is fear and it has often been said that
there can be no certain way of detec
ting an explosion. I am not a scien
tist enough to say whether that is
right or wrong, because scientists
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differ. The obvious course seems to be
for the United Nations or some other
organisation to appoint some scientist
of high repute in these matters and
ask him to find out how detection can
be made certain if some kind of test
explosion takes place.
Then, there is, on the side of the
United States of America, a proposal
made by President Eisenhower, the
use of atoms for peace, that fissionable
material should not be produced for
war purposes, which is an important
proposal. Here are all these proposals
which, if taken together and acted
upon together, would make an enor
mous difference to the present atomsphere of strain and fear in the world.
I do not say that accepting any of
these proposals means the solution of
any major problem in the world. But,
I do say that accepting them and
acting up to them produces conditions
which help in solving these problems
of the world.
There is talk, as the House knows,
of what is called the summit confer
ence or high level conference. As far
as we can judge,—I speak from no
secret information, but from what is
available to all Members of this
House—the chances are that some such
high level conference will be held in
the course of this year. I have said
often that while every country is
interested in this matter, naturally,
because the whole peace of the world
depends upon it, the real two coun
tries in whose hands lies the final
issue of war and peace today are the
United States and the Soviet Union.
Therefore,
any
agreement must
involve an agreement between these
two apart from other countries. Any
disarmament conference which leaves
out one of them is no disarmament
conference. It can produce no ade
quate
results. Sometimes,
India’s
name has been, put forward for atten
dance, for participation in the high
level conference. The question when
put to us has rather embarrassed us.
Always our reply has been that we
do not wish to push ourselves into any
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conference, but If our presence is
-wanted by the principal parties con«erned and we feel that we can help,
■we want to be of help. These are
world problems which affect us tre
mendously as they affect the whole
•world.
Only one thing more I should like
to say about world problems and that
is this. If the people are desirous of
putting an end to this cold war, it
seems to us that the approach should
not be hostile, an approach of con
demning your opponent. There is no
doubt that countries differ in their
policies,
in
their
structures of
Government,
in
their
economic
approaches. There is that difference.
You
cannot
put
an
end
to
that difference by war, because you
rule out war. Now, it is recognised
that war will exterminate, not put an
end to that difference. How then are
we to approach? Surely, if we
approach these questions with the
mentality of war and with the lan
guage of war, then again, you are not
likely to succeed. Therefore, while
maintaining whatever opinions we
may have in regard to our policy,
while also it is natural for each coun
try to think in terms of its security
because no Government of any coun
try can forget its security, while doing
all that, yet. the approach should be
not a hostile approach, but a really
•friendly approach. Hold to your
security, hold to your principles, but
recognise the fact that we have to
live in this world together in peace
even though we differ from each
■other. We have to find a way to that,
.and the only way we can do it is by
these peaceful methods, and not b>
thinking or action in terms of a cold
-war, which really means constant
appeals to hatred, violence and fear.
That, I think, is important because
there is no other way of doing it.
Now, these are big world questions.
'So- far as India is concerned, we are
concerned with the world questions,
but the questions of the most imme
diate concern to us are, if I may say
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so, two or three—the matters relating
to Pakistan, our neighbour country,
Goa and, in a quite different category,
the question of racial discrimination
in South Africa and the treatment o f
people of Indian descent there who
are mind you, not Indian nationals
but who are South African nationals.
The question of treatment of Indian
nationals has not arisen in South
Africa because there is no Indian
national there. They are all of Indian
descent who are South African natio
nals. Our interest in it is not only
because we are against racial discri
mination, but because there is a long
history behind this, going back, I do
not know, 50 or 60 years or more, and
before independence and since inde
pendence we are intimately involved.
1 will not say anything more about
it excopt this, that in a deeper consi
deration of the world’s problems
today, there are many conflicts and
many dangers, but probably something
of, well, at least as much importance
as any other matter is this question
of racial conflict in South Africa.
Thfre are racial conflicts elsewhere in
the world. There is not a racial con
flict in that particular sense but some
thing near or alike to it. in our own
country when we suppress one people
because they are called untouchable
or depressed or this and that. Let us
not imagine that our hands are clean
in these matters. Of course, they are
not clean, and we cannot merely con
demn others without looking after
our own house.

There are racial conflicts in the
United States of America and else
where, but the thing that distinguishes
the South Africa matter is this. In
the United States of America efforts
have been made—and made with
growing success—to ease the racial
problem. I do not say they have
solved it, but the Government want
to solve it, they try to solve it,
they
have
succeeded,
public
opinion is
helping,
there
is a
progress £n a certain direction; so
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A o d w r iw a . But in South Africa
it Is the deliberate, aknowledged and
loudly-proclaimed policy of the Gov
ernment itself to maintain this segre
gation and racial domination. That is
why the South African case is unique
in the world. While there is racial
trouble in many places in the world,
and conflict, in South Africa it is the
official policy, and if that is the offi
cial policy of a Government, well, that
is a policy with which obviously no
country, no person who believes in,
let us say, the United Nations Char
ter—leave out other things—can ever
compromise, because it uproots almost
everything, whether it is the United
Nations Charter, whether it is your
ideas of democracy or anything else.
Then there are other matters which
come up in questions here, about
people of Indian descent in Ceylon.
I will not go into that. It is a com
plicated problem. These problems
become difficult, and they become
more difficult, because of growth of
population, unemployment, economic
difficulties. You will find usually at
the back of it there is some economic
difficulty and unemployment. That is
there. And the problem is, in the
main, that of the Ceylon Government
because these people, according to our
showing, are not Iadian nationals.
Whether registered or not, we feel
they are or ought to be Ceylon
nationals. It is their problem. We
are interested in it again because of
past history. We are interested in the
solution of this because we are friend
ly with the Ceylon Government. We
are interested because of cultural con
tacts and all that. And it is unfor
tunate that it has dragged on for so
long, but I would beg this House to
remember that we should not be too
eager to codemn any Government, or
the
Ceylon
Government, merely
because it has not solved it quickly.
They have their difficulties, and they
should realise our position just as we
are perfectly prepared to consider
their difficulties, but it is obvious that
we cannot accept large numbers of
People who have lived there, who
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have been bom there, and just ask.
them to walk across to India, or accept
them as our nationals. Fortunately,,
in spite of this complicated and diffi
cult problem, it is increasingly realised
in Ceylon by the Government and.
others, and by us of course, that we
should not treat it as a political pro
blem or dispute, but as a human
problem, because, ultimately, the wel
fare of large numbers of human beings is involved and I do hope that, how
ever long it may take, it will be set
tled in a friendly way and to the
advantage of this large number o f
human beings that are involved.
Now I come to this collection of
problems and difficulties which re
present Indo-Pakistan relations now.
I do not propose to go deeply intothis matter, and right at the com
mencement I would say that we can
make a long list of our problems.
There is Kashmir, there is canal
waters, there is the exodus from East
Pakistan, there is this question of dis
placed persons and rehabilitation,,
there are financial issues, and there
are so many
other
matters. All
seem to drag on. Sometimes some
small matter is discussed and settled,
some little progress is made, but by
and large, none of our major problems .
go towards a settlement. It is most
surprising because I think one thing,
that should be recognised by all of
us, by every Indian present in this
country, and I hope in Pakistan, is
that the perpetuation of conflict or
even any kind of a cold war between
India and Pakistan is very bad for
all of us and all of them. Whatever
approach ours might be, except just
the approach of an angry person
which is not a good approach, what
ever approach we might make, whe
ther** it is geographical, historical
cultural, past connections,
present,
future, it is patent that India and
Pakistan should live co-operatively
not interfering with each other’s
policies. They are independent coun
tries; we may separate, we may
become independent countries as we
have done, but we cannot deny geo
graphy, we cannot deny history, we
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•cannot deny a hundred things which
exist, the other facts of life of our
countries, and so it is inevitable that
m must come together, and we must
live co-operatively and carry on in
our own ways. We cannot force them
-we have no desire to force them—to
.adopt any particular policy, even
though we may consider their policy
-wrong. Now, these are the facta of
life, as I said. And because of this
it is terribly distressing that we can
not make much progress in develop
ing what is natural and, I think, in
evitable between our two countries.
And yet, there is one more hope
ful factor, and that is so far as the
-common people are concerned,' in
India and in Pakistan. I believe that
the old feeling of bitterness and sus
picion and fear is infinitely less than
it was ten or eleven years ago. That
trail of bitterness which followed par
tition and these huge migrations most
terrible killings has died down.
It
ia only in the political sphere that
passions can be roused or with the
help of religion, sometimes these
communal feelings may be roused
whether in Pakistan much more so,
•or to some extent in India also; let
us remember; it is no good our pre
tending that our hands
are lilywhite all the time, and our minds are
lity-white, because they are not. We
liave made errors.
1 believe that the major difference
between Pakistan and India is not
because we are better folk than they
are—I mean the common people. We
are the same lot. We have the same
type of virtues and the same type of
weaknesses and failings. But I be
lieve that the major difference has
Veen that we as a Government—and
sot only as Government, but I would
say, leaders of parties, all parties or
nearly all parties—have deliberately
aimed at avoidance of conflict, by
•creating better relations with the
people of Pakistan, while in Pakis
tan the leadership has not done that.
!I am not criticising them. I do not
■wisn to criticise them and have a
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match c/1 mutual criticism. But dr*
cumstances in Pakistan have been
such that, the very creation of Pakis
tan, that is, on the communal basis
and all that, and the way it has con
tinued, have been such that, unfortu
nately, they have been driven, the
leadership there has been driven, to
lay stress on conflict with India, on
hatred of India, on carrying on the
old tradition of the Muslim League
which
they
inherited. Therefor*
while neither of us is free of blame
as a people, as a Government, we
have at least tried to go the Tight
way. That attempt has been absent
from the other Bide. Again, I am not
criticising any individual but circum
stances, the circumstances which led
to this Partition, the policy of the
Muslim League and all that
When you consider this unfortu
nate fact of the strained relation!
between India and Pakistan, curious
strained relations—because, when you
and I meet or anybody
meets, a
group of people from India meets a
group of people from Pakistan, we
aTe friendly,
we hardly
meet as
strangers, as people of two countries;
we speak the same language; we
have common friends, common memo
ries and a hundred and one things,
aad yet there is this tremendous
strain which does harm to both of us
—when you think of this, people tell
you—some people say—‘Oh, you go
and settle this Kashmir issue, and all
would be well.*—this is the normal
criticism or advice offered to us in
foreign countries—or ‘Settle this
canal waters issue.’. Well, obvious
ly, if we settled any issue which is
in conflict, it creates a good atmos
phere naturally. But I do submit to
this House that all this,
that the
strain and the feeling of conflict be
tween India and Pakistan is not due
to the Kashmir issue, is not due to
the canal waters or any other issue,
but that all these issues an- due to
another essential conflict, something
else. These are the outcome o f that,
not the origin of the conflict; at
course, they overlap, and it is rather*
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•difficult to draw a line between the
two. But it does mean this, that if
this type of approach, this type, of
anti-India approach, hatred of India,
“bitter dislike of India which U pro
pagated in the press, in the state
ments of leading people in Pakistan,
continues, and if that is the basis of
their foreign and internal policy, then
it just does not matter what you
settle and what you do not settle,
because that is the basis of policy.
If by any chance the Kashmir issue
was out of the picture as a matter
o f conflict, it will have, no doubt, a
very good effect; I have no doubt.
But unless that basic approach is
changed, the thing will continue in
other forms. That is our difficulty, so
that I feel very unhappy about this
matter, and it is no pleasure for me,
no desire of mine, to say words, any
words which might accentuate our
difficulties. I do not like much that
is happening in Pakistan. I do not
want to criticise it. It is none of my
business unless it affects me.
I r-jad only in yesterday’s paper—
or was it the day before—a former
Prime Minister of Pakistan openly
saying that ‘We must march Pakis
tan troops into Kashmir ’.
Now,
what is this? Is this reasonable, sen
sible? Even if it is a reaction just in
an angry defiant way, it is not good;
it creates that atmosphere of bitter
ness and hatred and fear and cold war
which we want to get rid of.
Shri BraJ Raj Singh (Firozabad):
■It is meant for consumption within
'Pakistan only.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:
It
may
mean that. But that is an important
point. It creates that atmosphere in
Pakistan and abroad.
All these years, hon. Members know
hat there are noted personalities in
Pakistan who have made it
their
tusiness—openly proclaimed—to train
wople
to commit sabotage in
Tammu and Kashmir State. In fact,
forget the number, but at least a
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hundred bomb outrages have taken
place in that State; many people have
been killed, and all that. This has been
deliberately done there. How can
one go towards solving a problem
when that is the attitude—when jehad
and all that is talked about? I do
not think that is the attitude of the
people of Pakistan as a whole. And I
would not even say this; for, who am
I to go about criticising the leaders
of other countries? But I would say,
we have got into such a tangle that
the only positive policy of theirs is a
negative policy, which is a contra
diction in term's,—that is, a negative
policy of hatred of India. And they
go about repeating—some of them—
that India will crush them and
swallow them up, and that India is
out to undo Partition. For anyone to
think of that is foolish; for anyone
to do it or try to do it would be
criminal folly. And looking at it,
apart from the larger viewpoints, from
the stand-point of India and India
alone, from the narrowest opportu
nist point of view even, it would be
criminal folly.
Nobody wants to undo Partition.
It will be terrible; we will go down;
everything that we try, whether it is
our Five Year Plan or whatever it is,
the whole thing will collapse; instead
of doing any good to anybody, the
whole structure of our economy, the
politicial and economic structure would
suffer. The only way is for
each
country to go its way, and I hope,
come nearer to each other co-opera
tively in thinking and action, of its
own free will. That is the way—and
retaining its independence and free
dom of action.
Now, there are these two major
problems. One is the canal waters
dispute, dragging on
interminably.
Some of our best engineers are prac
tically spending their lives, sitting in
Washington, discussing this matter
with representatives of Pakistan and
the World Bank. We have spent
vast sums of money just in these
discussions. I do not know the
figure, but it runs into crores, I think.
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We would have built a fine scheme
or project or canal here or in Pakis
tan by the amount of money we have
■pent merely in talking. Talking
is sometimes useful; naturally, it
serves some purpose; it is better
than quarrelling. Anyhow, here is
this problem of canal waters which,
essentially, it not a political problem
and should not be considered as such.
It is a human problem. We do not
want to deny Pakistan any water
that it can have. We do not wish to
make the Pakistan peasantry suffer
for lack of water. Obviously, we are
not going to deny our own people
what they need so badly. We are
not going to deny something for
which we have been preparing almost
for generations, not to mention the
last ten years or so, something for
which people in Rajasthan, in parts
of East Punjab and other areas have
been preparing for generations. We
are not going to wipe all this out
because some people do not like it.
Mind you, all these schemes are preindependence
and
pre-partition
'schemes and you can judge them.
Anyhow, our approach—and I want
this approach to be carried out—is a
friendly approach to Pakistan, is a
human approach to this problem. Let
us do our best. It is no good Pakis
tan telling us ‘Give us Rs. 1,000
crores’. It is fantastic—such huge
figures being thrown about, as if any
country can do that. But we do not
want Pakistan to suffer; at the same
time, it is obvious that we do not
want ourselves to suffer at all.
Finally, take this problem of the
Jammu and Kashmir State. Recent
ly there has been a report by Dr.
Graham. Dr. Graham had been here
previously and all of us who have
had the privilege of meeting him,
respect him. He is a man beaming
goodwill and good intentions, and it
is raally a pleasure to meet a man
like that. He came here on this
occasion and he was our honoured
guest, although we had informed the
Security Council when they passed
that resolution, that we could not

accept that resolution, nevertheless,' if
Dr. Graham came, he would be wel
come. So he came and he had some
talks with us. In this report,
he
himself has stated the nature of ourtalks. I am not at the present,
moment going into this Kashmir
question. It is too big and too diffi
cult, and apart from that, this House
knows very well what our position in
regard to this issue is—what we have
said in great detail in the Security
Council and in India. And in this
matter, I believe there are no two
opinions in this House or in the
country. There might be slight
variations about emphasis, but broad
ly speaking, there is none.
The trouble, according to us, in
considering this matter has been that
from the very beginning certain
basic factors and basic aspects havenot been considered by the Security
Council, and because of that, the
foundation of thinking and action'
has been unreal and artificial, and
all this tremendous lapse of time hasoccurred without achieving any re
sult.
When Dr. Jarring came here repre
senting the Security Council—that
was before Dr. Graham came—he
presented a brief report. In that
report, the House may remember,
there was a recognition of certain
factors, certain developments, certainfacts of life
which could not be
ignored. He merely hinted at them;
he did not go into that matter; it
was difficult. Anyhow, this is the
first glimmering that you see of
what the problem is today. You can
consider this problem in terms of
1948 and 1949 or in terms of today.
You cannot consider it all the time,
every little phase in between. I say
194B and 1949 because it was in those
years that certain resolutions of theSecurity Council were passed, which
we accepted. The very first thing in
those resolutions was that Pakistan
and India should behave in a certain
way, that is, peaoefully and not curseeach other, not create conditions o f
conflict. The second thing was that
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Pakistan should withdraw from the
occupied part of Kashmir and so on
and so forth. Remember, the basis
of those resolutions was the recogni
tion of the sovereignty of the Jammu
an<* Kashmir State over the whole
territory, that is to say, th^t the State
was part of India and, i therefore,
Indian sovereignty. I ant not going
into that. Now, after fiat, much
happened. A great d<»l has happen
ed 1 during these iaft years, and even
the papers tpallf we have—I forget
the •*exact, .dumber—run into 20, 25
or >80 volumes in connection with this
Kashmir affair.

; Now, we come to today. Keep—if
you want to keep—those
resolu
tions that we accepted, in mind; we
do not want to go away from them.
But remember that during all these
ten years, the very first part of the
thing has not been given effect to by
Pakistan—neither the first, nor the
second, nor the third—and all dis
cussions begin in the Security Coun
cil ignoring all this, with something
that is at the far end of the resolu
tion, which was only to be thought
of after everything else had been
done.
Now, Dr. Graham has been good
enough to put forward certain sug
gestions. One is that we should re
iterate solemnly—‘we’ meaning India
and Pakistan—what we had said pre
viously: we should make a new dec
laration in favour of maintaining an
(atmosphere of peace. I was perfect
ly prepared to make it, and I will
make it once, twice, three times, a
number of times more. But with all
humility—I submit again that I am
prepared to make it—we drew Dr.
Graham's attention to the type of
declarations that were being made
in Pakistan from day to day while
he was there in Karachi. The decla
ration's that were made there had no
semblance of peace; there was the
very opposite of it and all these bomb
explosions organised from Pakistan
•re taki*y place in the Jammu and
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Kashmir State. So nobody can object to
what Dr. Graham has said. Let us have
by all means declarations about
maintaining'an atmosphere of peace.
But let us look at the facts, what ia
happening, what a former Prime
Minister of Pakistan has just said,
which is in yesterday’s papers, and so
on.
Then Dr. Graham said—the second
thing—let us also declare that we
shall observe the integrity
of the
cease-fire line. I do not think any
body has accused us during these
ten years of a breach of that cease
fire line. There it is. We do not
recognise Pakistan occupation on the
other side as justified in any way,
but we gave our word that we would
not take any offensive action against
it, and we have not done so. On
the other hand, you see, what I have
referred to several times, organised
sabotage across the cease-fire line In
Kashmir.
The third suggestion of Dr. Graham
was about the withdrawal of Pakis
tan troops from the occupied part of
Jammu and Kashmir State. Certain
ly, it is not up to us to withdraw;
it is up to them to withdraw. It la
not a question of our agreement to
their withdrawal; we have been ask
ing for their withdrawal all this
time.
The fourth proposal was about the
stationing of United Nations forces
on the Pakistan border of Jammu
and Kashmir State following the
withdrawal of the Pakistan army
from the State.
IS hrs.
Now, the proposal was or is for the
stationing of U.N. troops, not in any
part of Jammu and Kashmir terri
tory, not in the part which is occupied
by Pakistan now, but, these forces
should be stationed in Pakistan terri
tory proper. Obviously, Pakistan is
an independent sovereign State. iX
it wants to have any foreign forces.
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[Shri Jawaharlal Nehru]
~we cannot say, ‘No' to it. We can
not prevent that. We, for our part,
do not like the idea of foreign forces
anywhere. And more especially In
this connection we felt we did not
see any reason why the U.N. Forces
should sit in Pakistan on the Kasnmlr border. But, that is our opinion.
It does not carry us anywhere because
what is proposed is to be done In
the territory of Pakistan. It is for
Pakistan to agree or not to agree; we
have expressed our opinion.
Then, Anally, Dr. Graham suggest
ed that the two Prime Ministers, that
is of India and Pakistan, should
meet under his auspices. Now,
it
has been our practice or convention
always to be prepared to meet not
only as Prime Ministers, but any
where in any conflict to meet our
opponent, to meet our adversary, to
meet, of course, our friends also. So,
there can be no difficulty and no
objection on our part, or for me, to
meet the Prime Minister of Pakistan.
But Dr. Graham says that we should
meet under his auspices; that is to
say, the three of us should meet.
That produces an entirely different
type of picture. I need not go into
it. Obviously, that is there.
First of all, it places us in a posi
tion of, let us s'jv, equality in this
matter with Pakistan. We have
always challenged that position. Pakis
tan is an aggressor country in Kasttmir and we are the aggrieved party.
We cannot be treated on level. That
has been our case right from the
beginning.
Secondly, for the two Prime Minis
ters who meet, it would almost
appear as if they have to plead with
Dr. Graham, under whose auspices
they meet, as advocates for certain
causes which they represent. This
kind of thing does not lead to pro
blems being considered properly or
solved. So, we told Dr. Graham that
while we are always prepared to
meet, this way of meeting with a
third party present, even though the
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third party may be so eminent u Dr.
Graham, was not a desirable way.
I have ventured to say something
about Dr. Graham^ report because
there has been a good deal of talk
about it, and a good deal of criticism,
rather ill-informed criticism, in the
foreign Press on the subject
Any
way, it is open to our friends or those
who are not our friends to criticise
us. I make no complaint. But I do
wish that they would realise our posi
tion in this matter and what exactly
of Dr. Graham’s report we rejected.
I told you the first point, broadly
speaking, is to make a declaration of
good neighbourliness. Nobody
can
oppose that and there is no question
of its rejection. Our submission is
that this thing has been totally lack
ing from October 1947 onwards and,
even after we had made this state
ment, Pakistan has not. In fact, it is
our primary ca'se that the old resolu
tion of 1948 the very first part of it
has not been given effect to by Pakis
tan.
The second point is about the cease
fire line. There is nothing to reject
there.
The third was about the with
drawal of Pakistan troops. It is
none of our concern. We want that
to happen. We do not reject the
withdrawal of Pakistan 'troops.
The fourth was the placing of UN
troops in Pakistan territory. Well, I
have told you it is up to Pakistan to
agree or not to agree. If they want
our opinion we can give it.
And, lastly, this question of the
two Prime Ministers meeting. If my
opinion is asked for I would say that
a meeting should take place. Any
meeting can take place when, if I
may use the word, the omens are
favourable, when the atmosphere! i*
helpful. Otherwise, it is not likely to
do much good. But, apart froi« that,
I am prepared to meet whatever the
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omens may be. But, u I uid, I do
not think it in the right way to
approach this question, to meet In
the manner suggested by Dr. Graham,
that is, under his Chairmanship, dis
cussing this matter between us. So,
that is the position.

Now, I should like to say a sentence
or two before finishing in regard
generally to the Demands for Extert nal Affairs. In the past, during these
debates and sometimes during ques
tions, many points have been brought
out and many criticisms have been
made; and we have profited by these
criticisms at any rate, we have tried
to profit by them and we welcome
them. We are not afraid of criticisms
and we welcome those criticisms; but
I would say only one thing.
Sometimes ar approach is made
which entails, without much obvious
good, a great deal of labour. For
instance, after 2 or 3 years of effort,
labour and concentration we formed
the Indian Foreign Service B. It in
volved tremendous labour, all kinds of
committees of selection and consulta
tion with Public Service Commission
and all that. I do not know—I forget
that now—but probably 7,000 or
8,000 persons applied. I get
com
plaint after complaint that so and so
has been improperly rejected or so and
so has been improperly chosen.
It
is not possible for me as the Minis
ter to consider 7,000 applications.
Some impartial committee has to
consider them. Most of these came
from people in service; they were
taken in or they remained where they
were. I suppose some of the persons
who did not happen to get it or who
were not chosen go about tram Mem
ber to Member with their complaints.
Then, I get long letters, letters of 3,
4 or 5 typewritten foolscap pages. I
have them examined, of course; I
send them answers. But, I would
submit that it is impossible, when we
are following these procedures great
ly—I cannot guarantee that—that
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absolutely 100 per cent correct deci
sion is always made. Who can
guarantee thai? But we make a
certain procedure where the personal
element does
not
count
or
counts very little and when we go
through this procedure if any obvious
error takes place, one tries to correct
it. But it is quite impossible for us
to go after these B.000 or 7,000
people continuously and repeatedly
because they go and complain of
something that might have happened
to them.
D em and

No. 22—T r i b a l

A reas

Mr. Speaker: Motion moved;
“That a sum not exceeding'
Rs. 7,36,07,000 be granted to the
President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March, 1959, in
respect of Tribal Areas"*.
D em and

No.
23— N a g a
T u e n sa n g A rea

H il l s

Mr. Speaker: Motion moved;
“That a sum not exceeding
Rs. 3,34,19,000 be granted to the
President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March, 1959, in
respect of ‘Naga Hills—Tuensang
Area’
D

em and

No. 24—E x t e r n a l

A ffa ir s

Mr. Speaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding
Rs. 8,05,57,000 be granted to the
President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March, 1959, in
respect of ‘External Affairs’ ”.

